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Abstract
Recommender systems (RSs) have gained immense popularity due to their capability of dealing with a huge amount of

information available in various domains. They are considered to be information filtering systems that make predictions or

recommendations to users based on their interests. One of the most common recommender system techniques is user-based

collaborative filtering. In this paper, we follow this technique by proposing a new algorithm which is called hybrid crow

search and uniform crossover algorithm (HCSUC) to find a set of feasible clusters of similar users to enhance the

recommendation process. Invoking the genetic uniform crossover operator in the standard crow search algorithm can

increase the diversity of the search and help the algorithm to escape from trapping in local minima. The top-N recom-

mendations are presented for the corresponding user according to the most feasible cluster’s members. The performance of

the HCSUC algorithm is evaluated using the Jester dataset. A set of experiments have been conducted to validate the

solution quality and accuracy of the HCSUC algorithm against the standard particle swarm optimization (PSO), African

buffalo optimization (ABO), and the crow search algorithm (CSA). In addition, the proposed algorithm and the other meta-

heuristic algorithms are compared against the collaborative filtering recommendation technique (CF). The results indicate

that the HCSUC algorithm has obtained superior results in terms of mean absolute error, root means square errors and in

minimization of the objective function.
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1 Introduction

Currently, there are more than four billion internet users all

over the world who have access to more than one billion

websites [1]. Due to the huge amount of information

available, finding relevant information on the internet is an

important issue. Among solutions that cope with this issue

is a recommender system (RS). RS can be considered as an

information filtering tool or support in the decision-making

process that recommends items to users or filters and sorts

information. Currently, recommendation algorithms have

been widely used in Spotify, Facebook, TripAdvisor, and

many others.

The RSs are categorized into three main filtering algo-

rithms [2]. Collaborative filtering (CF) [3–6] is the simplest

and most efficient algorithm of these. It has been adopted

by many real-world systems such as Netflix and Amazon

[7]. The CF can be classified into item and user-based CF

based on the used prediction technique. The user-based CF

finds users with similar preferences and predictions based

on similar user interests, whereas the item-based recom-

mends the most identical items to the user [8]. Another

filtering technique is content-based filtering (CBF) [9, 10]

which makes a recommendation based on the personal
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former choice from earlier. The CBF depends on the item

description and user’s profile [11]. The common charac-

teristics between users like nationality, age, gender, etc.,

play a vital role in the demographic filtering technique

[12]. The authors in [13] have discussed the other two

filtering techniques (hybrid filtering and knowledge-based

filtering). Hybrid filtering combines more than one existing

filtering technique [14, 15] to overcome the limitation

issues of RS, while knowledge-base filtering uses a rela-

tionship and inference about the user needs and preferences

in the recommendation.

In this paper, we follow the user-based collaborative

filtering recommendation model. In order to enhance the

performance of CF, different clustering techniques are

applied for better recommendations based on users’ pref-

erences [16, 17]. The aim of clustering is to collect iden-

tical users into a single cluster based on identical users’

item ranking. A users’ cluster is submitted to an active user

who has a similar preference to the users in that cluster.

Although many clustering techniques are obtainable in

user-based CF such as k-means, fuzzy c-means, and others,

the quality solution of the recommendation system is still

an open issue.

Meta-heuristic algorithms have been proven effective

for various real-world applications. The work in this paper

has tried to utilize one of the recent meta-heuristic algo-

rithms for clustering technique in user-based collaborative

filtering.

The crow search algorithm has a good ability to balance

between the exploration and the exploitation processes, and

it has only two parameters, the flight length fL and the

awareness probability AP, which makes it easy to imple-

ment. To the best of our knowledge, there are a few works

for implementing the crow search algorithm to solve the

top-N recommendation system.

The proposed algorithm is a hybrid of crow search

algorithm (CSA) with a uniform crossover. The CSA is a

population-based meta-heuristic algorithm that produces

promising solutions for global optimum to optimization

problems [18]. The proposed algorithm is called hybrid

crow search and uniform crossover algorithm (HCSUC).

Invoking the uniform crossover in the HCSUC algorithm

can increase the diversity of search which can help the

proposed algorithm to escape from trapping in local min-

ima. Such a hybrid algorithm can achieve an improved

clustering solution for a practical clustering-based recom-

mender system.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows:

Existing meta-heuristic algorithms for the recommendation

system are reviewed in Sect. 2. Section 3 gives the math-

ematical formulation of the top-N recommendation system.

The basic structure of the crow search algorithm is dis-

cussed in Sect. 4. The proposed HCSUC algorithm is

illustrated in Sect. 5. The numerical experimental results

and evaluation metrics are shown in Sect. 6. Section 7

summarizes the main points in this research work and gives

an outlook for future work.

2 Literature review

The CF-based recommender systems are based on the

collaboration of one user with other users. Some key

decisions for evaluating the CF recommender systems are

discussed in [19] such as user’s task, dataset chosen, and

evaluation of a recommender system’s accuracy.

One of the popular approaches for making a recom-

mendation is the use of clustering. The formed cluster must

have a minimum inter and maximum intra similarities [13].

The better the clustering, the better the recommendation.

The clustering techniques are very often used in the CF-

based recommender systems to increase their performance.

As an example, we mention the following papers.

Feng et al. [20] propose improving performances of top-

N recommendation with the co-clustering method. The

authors present the recommendation method based on

collaborative filtering which is named UICDR (User-Item

Community Detection based Recommendation). The main

idea is related to the construction of a bipartite network

with user-item interaction data. The users and the items are

partitioned into several subgroups. When we have clusters

with tightly linked users and items, the standard collabo-

rative filtering models can be used for each cluster. The

presented results show that the proposed method can sig-

nificantly improve the performance of top-N recommenda-

tions of several standard collaborative filtering methods.

In an article [21] by Wasid et al., the clustering approach

was used to incorporate multi-criteria ratings into tradi-

tional recommender systems effectively. Also, the intra-

cluster user similarities were computed using a Maha-

lanobis distance method to make more accurate recom-

mendations. The results obtained using the proposed

method were compared with the results obtained using the

traditional collaborative filtering method. The presented

results show that the proposed approach can improve the

accuracy of the recommendations.

The authors in [22] proposed an incremental CF system,

based on a weighted clustering approach to provide a high

quality of recommendations. They focused on the use of

spherical k-means. The complexity of the presented

approach does not depend on the number of users and items

(in contrast to existing incremental methods). Therefore the

proposed collaborative filtering system is more suitable for

dynamic settings, involving huge databases, in which

available information evolves rapidly. The experiments

were made using several real-world datasets, and confirm
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the efficiency and the effectiveness of the presented

method in terms of scalability and recommendation

quality.

In addition, in many research papers, it was noticed that

the standard clustering methods (for example k-means

clustering) can fall into local optima. Therefore, the results

of recommendations can be optimized by applying clus-

tering techniques together with nature-inspired global

optimization algorithms. As an example, we mention the

following articles.

Wang et al. [23] proposed a hybrid movie recommender

system that utilized a genetic algorithm (GA) and k-means

clustering to partition transformed user space. The pre-

sented approach employs principal component analysis

(PCA) to dense the movie population space which could

reduce the computation complexity. The presented results

(which were performed on the Movielens dataset) indicate

that the proposed method can provide high performance in

terms of accuracy, and can generate more reliable and

personalized movie recommendations than other existing

methods.

The authors in [24] applied the PSO to optimize and

enhance the result of a recommender system. In the pro-

posed approach, they used a k-means algorithm which

provides initial parameters to particle swarm optimization

(PSO). In the next step, PSO provides initial seed and

optimizes fuzzy c-means (FCM), for soft clustering of data

items (users), instead of strict clustering behavior in k-

means. The experiments were performed on the Movielens

dataset. The results obtained using the proposed methods

deliver more predictable and personalized

recommendations.

Bedi et al. [25] proposed a recommender system based

on the behavior of ants for generating a top-N recommen-

dation. This method works in two phases. In the first phase,

opinions from users collected in the form of the user-item

rating matrix are clustered with the use of an ant-based

clustering algorithm into a predetermined number of clus-

ters and the obtained results are next stored in the database

for future recommendations. In the second phase, the rec-

ommendation is generated for the active user. The effi-

ciency of the proposed approach was evaluated using the

Jester dataset and compared with the traditional collabo-

rative filtering-based recommender system. The results

obtained using the proposed method show a good perfor-

mance in relation to the standard recommender system.

A grey wolf optimization algorithm and fuzzy c-means

(FCM) clustering for a movie-based collaborative recom-

mender system are presented in the paper [26] by Katarya

et al. In the first step, the grey wolf optimizer algorithm

was applied on the Movielens dataset to obtain the initial

clusters. In the second step, the FCM is used to classify the

users in the dataset by similarity of user ratings. The

proposed collaborative recommender system was evaluated

with the use of the Movielens dataset. The experiment

results obtained by the presented recommender system

demonstrated that efficiency is enhanced, and also offered

better recommendations in comparison with other methods.

In the paper [27] by Senbagaraman et al., a recom-

mender system which uses the collaborative filtering

algorithm, k-means clustering, and cuttlefish optimization

algorithm is presented. In the proposed approach, the k-

means algorithm is used to group users of similar taste and

then the cuttlefish algorithm is applied to propose optimal

recommendations from the result of the k-means algorithm.

The quality of the proposed system was evaluated using the

Movielens dataset. The results obtained by the presented

approach show that the developed system works more

efficiently than the other recommender systems has high

efficiency in the cross-validations, and is capable of rec-

ommending highly reliable outcomes.

A cuckoo search algorithm based on k-means for rec-

ommender systems is provided in [28] by Katarya et al.

Hybridization of clustering technique and optimization

approach is used to improve the movie prediction accuracy.

The limitations of typical content-based and collaborative

recommender systems have been overcome due to the

proposed method. The approach of k-means clustering and

cuckoo search algorithm were applied to the Movielens

dataset. The results obtained using the proposed technique

were observed for evaluation metrics such as mean abso-

lute error, standard deviation, root mean square error, and

t-value. In terms of accuracy and precision, the experiment

results demonstrate that the proposed approach is capable

of providing more reliable movie recommendations as

compared to the existing cluster-based collaborative fil-

tering methods.

In the article [29] by Katharya, a hybrid recommender

system is proposed. In the presented technique, the k-

means clustering algorithm is utilized together with an

artificial bee colony optimization algorithm. In the first

phase of the proposed method, the k-means clustering

algorithm is applied to the Movielens dataset for the

clustering of users into different clusters. In the second

phase, the artificial bee colony optimization algorithm is

employed to the results obtained by the k-means procedure

for further optimization of these clustering results. The

results obtained using the proposed approach show

immense achievement regarding scalability and perfor-

mance, and deliver accurate personalized movie recom-

mendations by reducing the cold start problem.

Logesh et al. [30] propose a hybrid quantum-induced

swarm intelligence clustering for an urban trip recom-

mendation. The authors present a novel user clustering

approach based on quantum-behaved particle swarm opti-

mization for the collaborative filtering-based recommender
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system. Due to utilizing clustering mechanisms with col-

laborative filtering for grouping similar users as clusters,

the efficiency of the generated recommendation was

improved. The proposed approach has been evaluated on

real-world large-scale datasets. The results obtained using

the proposed method illustrate the advantageous perfor-

mance of the presented method over other approaches.

In the paper [31], the authors present a hybrid collabo-

rative filtering-based recommender system with adopted

fuzzy c-mean clustering method and an artificial algae

algorithm. The authors have used an advanced multilevel

Pearson correlation coefficient to find the similarity

between two users. The proposed system was evaluated

using four real datasets such as Movielens 100k, Movielens

1M, Jester, and Epinion. The presented approach delivered

superior results for almost all four datasets.

An evolutionary clustering algorithm based on temporal

features for dynamic recommender systems is presented in

the paper [32] by Rana et al. The clustering algorithm

makes clusters of similar users and evolves them, depicting

accurate and relevant user performances over time. The

results obtained using the proposed approach were com-

pared with the results obtained using standard recommen-

dation algorithms. The presented method shows an

improvement in terms of quality of recommendations and

computational time.

In [33] by Chen et al., the evolutionary clustering for

rating prediction based on user collaborative filtering is

presented. The main objective of the presented method is to

gather users with similar interests into the same cluster and

to help users find items that fit their tastes best. After

clustering operation, the collaborative filtering is adopted

in each cluster. The target rating is calculated according to

user-based collaborative filtering in its cluster. The exper-

iments show the high efficiency of the proposed approach.

Alam et al. [34] present a hierarchical PSO clustering-

based recommender system. In the paper, the method for

patterns generation from user activities is presented. These

patterns are generated efficiently for the recommender

system using proposed hierarchical particle swarm opti-

mization-based clustering (HPSO-clustering). The HPSO-

clustering is a clustering approach based on the PSO

algorithm which combines both the properties of hierar-

chical and partitional clustering. The users’ sessions are

grouped into different clusters. The recommendation for an

active user is generated from these clusters. The authors

said that in some clusters the achieved precision was equal

to 100% when the top-5 ranked recommendations were

selected.

In the paper [35] by Marung et al., methods including

the visual-clustering recommendation method, the hybrid

between the visual-clustering recommendation and user-

based methods, and the hybrid between the visual-

clustering recommendation and item-based methods are

presented. The user-item clustering is based on a genetic

algorithm. The results obtained using the proposed meth-

ods were compared with the results obtained using tradi-

tional methods. The results showed that the proposed

recommendation methods were more efficient than tradi-

tional methods.

Most of the above research works have applied to the

Movielens dataset while in this paper, the proposed

HCSUC algorithm is applied to the Jester dataset to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the results obtained.

3 Mathematical formulation of the top-
N recommendation system

Formally, we have a set of n users; U ¼ fu1; u2; . . .; ung
and a set of m items; I ¼ fi1; i2; . . .; img. A user uj (i.e.,

1� j� n) has a rating value on item ik (i.e., 1� k�m).

Therefore, the user-item rating matrix R can be represented

as n� m matrix (i.e., R ¼ ðrjkÞ); rjk represents the rating of

user uj on item ik. The user-item rating values can be

normalized in the scale 0 to 1, rjk 2 ½0; 1� where 0 indicates

the item is not rated by a user, and 1 indicates the highest

rating value of the item by the corresponding user. The

users are partitioned to a pre-specified number of clusters

C ¼ fc1; c2; . . .; clg. A cluster ct (i.e., 1� t� l) contains a

subset of users; uct � U. Therefore, the aim is to minimize

the distance between each user and the center of belonging

cluster as seen in Eq. (1).

Min f ða; bÞ ¼
XC

l¼1

XU

j¼1

XI

k¼1

ajlkrjk � blkk2

Subject to :
XC

l¼1

ajl ¼ 1 8j ¼ 1; . . .;U

XU

j¼1

ajl � 1 8l ¼ 1; . . .;C

ð1Þ

where a is an assignment binary matrix of size U � C;

ajl ¼ 1 if user j is assigned to cluster l and 0 otherwise.

Parameter b is the cluster center matrix of size C � I; blk is

the average of rating value of an attribute k in the cluster l.

blk can be computed according to Eq. (2).

blk ¼
PU

j¼1 ajl � rjk
PU

j¼1 ajl
ð2Þ

The recommendation of items for an active user uact from

the set of unrated items Ia (i.e., Ia � I) is a primary goal of

the recommendation system. The top-N recommendation

[8] is based upon predicting rates for all unrated items in Ia
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and then recommends the N items with the highest pre-

dicted ratings.

4 Crow search algorithm (CSA)

Crow search algorithm is a nature-inspired population-

based algorithm, proposed by Askarzadeh [18]. In this

section, we highlight the social behavior of the crows and

we give a description of the crow search algorithm and how

it works.

4.1 Social behavior and inspiration

Crows are intelligent birds that have a large brain relative

to their body size. They live in a group (flock). They put

their food in hiding places, and they can memorize these

places and retrieve the hidden food even several months

later. Crows carry out theft by following other crows to

discover their food-hiding places and steal the hidden food.

If a crow feels that another one is following it, it moves to

another place far away from the food-hiding place to fool a

thief. In the following subsection, we show how the crow

search algorithm mimics the crow’s social behavior.

4.2 Crow search algorithm implementation

The crow search algorithm (CSA) mimics the social

behavior of crow birds as shown in the following items.

• Initialization The crows in the group represent the

search agent (solution) in the population; the search

space represents the environment. The population

contains N solutions. The position of each crow i at

iteration t is represented by a vector xti , where xti ¼
½xti1; xti2; . . .; xtid� and d is a problem dimension. The

whole population of size N with dimension d at iteration

t can be represented as follows.

X ¼

xt11 xt12 . . . xt1d

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

xtN1 xtN2 . . . xtNd

2
664

3
775

• Memory initialization The memory is used to store the

best position for each solution at each iteration, and it is

updated if the new solution’s position is better than the

position of the old one. The memory M of all crows

(population) at iteration t for dimension d is initialized

as follows.

M ¼

mt
11 mt

12 . . . mt
1d

mt
21 mt

22 . . . mt
2d

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

mt
N1 mt

N2 . . . mt
Nd

2
66664

3
77775

• Solution evaluation Each solution in the population is

evaluated by calculating its fitness by using the fitness

function (objective function), f ðxtiÞ.
• Position update The crow (solution) i can update its

position based on the position of crow j (a randomly

selected solution in the population) to discover its

food’s hiding place. During the movement of crow

i toward crow j, two states can happen.

State 1: If crow j does not watch crow i when it

follows it, crow i will discover the food’s hiding place

of crow j and the crow i will update its position as

follows.

xtþ1
i ¼ xti þ ri � flti � ðmt

j � xtiÞ ð3Þ

where ri is a random number in the interval [0, 1], flti is

the flight length, and mt
j is the memory of crow j. The

value of fl is responsible for the exploration and

exploitation processes; if fl\1, it means the crow i will

move toward crow j which leads to local search (ex-

ploitation) while if fl[ 1 it means the crow i will move

far from crow j which leads to global search (explo-

ration).

State 2: The other state happens when the crow j

knows that crow i is watching it and it has discovered

its food’s hiding place. In this case, the crow j moves

randomly to fool crow i.

The two states are based on the awareness proba-

bility APti of each crow in the population as follows.

xtþ1
i ¼

xti þ ri � flti � ðmt
j � xtiÞ if rj �APti

Move to a random position; otherwise

�

ð4Þ

where APti is the awareness probability. CSA balancing

between exploration and exploitation processes

according to the value of APti. Increasing the value of

APti leads to global search while decreasing the value of

APti leads to local search.

• Memory update Each crow (solution) updates its

memory according to its fitness value. If the objective

function value of the new crow’s position is better than

the current memory’s value, then it updates its memory;

otherwise, the memory will not be changed. The

process of updating memory is shown as follows.
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mtþ1
i ¼ xtþ1

i if f ðxtþ1
i Þ is better than f ðmt

iÞ
mt

i ; otherwise

(
ð5Þ

• Solution feasibility If the position of the new solution is

feasible, then it is accepted; otherwise, the position of

the new solution is not updated.

• Stopping criteria The overall processes are repeated

until the termination criteria are satisfied.

• Producing an optimal solution Each solution in the

population is evaluated by calculating its fitness func-

tion, and the overall (global) best solution is produced.

The main steps of the CSA are shown in the flowchart in

Fig. 1.

5 The proposed HCSUC algorithm

In this section, we describe the main process of the pro-

posed HCSUC algorithm. The HCSUC algorithm has two

main phases. The first phase is the cluster forming phase,

while the second phase is the top-N recommendation phase.

We invoke the genetic uniform crossover in the proposed

HCSUS algorithm to avoid trapping in local minima. In the

following subsections, we present the genetic uniform

crossover and how it works and we highlight in detail the

main steps of the proposed HCSUC algorithm.

5.1 Hybrid crow search and uniform crossover
algorithm (HCSUC)

The main structure of the HCSUC algorithms is shown in

Algorithm 1 and its steps are represented as follows.

HCSUC contains two main phases. The first phase is

starting to form clusters by grouping the number of users to

a pre-specified number of feasible clusters based on the

hybrid crow algorithm. Clustering helps in locating similar

users’ profiles. Once the clusters are obtained, the centroid

(head) for each cluster is computed based on the similarity

value between the cluster’s members. The main steps of

forming clusters are shown in the following stage.

• Parameters initialization In the beginning, we set the

initial values for awareness probability AP parameters,

the size of population N, and the maximum iterations

number maxitr.

• Iteration counter initialization We set the initial

iteration’s counter, where t ¼ 0.

• Population initialization We generate the initial popu-

lation randomly; each solution in the population is a

vector where xti 2 ½L;U� randomly, where L and U are

the lower and upper domain of the search space,

i ¼ 1; . . .;N, which indicates the cluster number

(cluster_id) which is corresponding to a specific user.

Figure 2 shows an example of solution representation.

According to Fig. 2, the crow solution consists of 6

users (i.e., U ¼ 6) and 3 clusters (i.e., C ¼ 3). The first

element indicates the first user (i.e., u1) belongs to

cluster number 2 (i.e., c2), the second user belongs to

class 1, and so on.

• Solution evaluation Each solution in the population is

evaluated by calculating its fitness function as shown in

Eq. (1).

• Memory initialization. The initial memory for each

solution in the population is a vector mt
i , and it is

assigned after calculating its fitness function.

• Solution update The main loop of the algorithm is

repeated until the termination criteria are satisfied. In

order to avoid trapping in local minima, we mate the

best solution mt
j with the current solution xti by using

the uniform crossover [36, 37]. An illustrative example

of applying uniform crossover in HCSUS can be shown

in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, a mask allele ‘‘0’’ means, to the

offspring, that the bit is copied from the second parent

otherwise from the first parent. For the second off-

spring, the reversal of the mask is required [38]. The

two offerings (i.e., ~X and ~Y) are estimated, and the

superior one is chosen as mt
cross. Therefore, each

solution in the population is updated according to the

value of the awareness probability as shown in Eq. (6).

xtþ1
i ¼

xti 	 ri � ðmt
cross 
 xtiÞ if rj �APti

Move to a random position; otherwise

�

ð6Þ

where ri , rj, and AP
t
i are random numbers in the range 0

and 1. ðmt
cross 
 xtiÞ returns how far the best-crossed

crow (solution) from the current source food in the form

of a set of operators Os. Figure 4 illustrates how to

obtain the difference between two crows X and Y.

The result of 
 is a set of operators Os which rep-

resents a vector ðuserid; clusteridÞ. According to Fig. 4,

as a result of X 
 Y , O1ð1; 2Þ means user 1 is assigned

to cluster 2, O2ð2; 2Þ means user 2 is assigned to cluster

2, and so on.

The operator � indicates the probability of ri that all

operators are selected from the resulting set of operators

ðmt
cross 
 xtiÞ while the operator 	 is used to update the

position of the crow’s information with the sequence of

Os.

• Solution feasibility The solution’s new position is

accepted if its value is feasible; otherwise, it is rejected

and the current solution is kept.

• Memory update In Eq. (5), the memory of each solution

is updated based on its fitness value.
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• Best solution produced Once the termination criteria are

satisfied, the overall best solution is produced (i.e.,

users assigned to a set of clusters) and the centroid

(head) of each cluster is based on the best solution. The

centroid for each cluster is computed based on the

Pearson correlation coefficient [39] as in Eq. (7).

Fig. 1 The main process of the crow search algorithm

Fig. 2 Solution representation
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8ct 2C; simðu; vÞ ¼
PIuv

i¼1ðrui � �ruÞ � ðrvi � �rvÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPIuv
i¼1ðrui � �ruÞ2 � ðrvi � �rvÞ2

q

u; v 2 uct

ð7Þ

where simðu; vÞ is the similarity between user u and v in

cluster c, Iuv is the set of common items ranked by user

u and v, rui and rvi are the rated values of item i by user

u and v, �ru and ð �rvÞ are the average rated values by user

u and v, respectively.

The user with maximum similarity is chosen to be

the centroid of a specific class and denoted as ucent as

shown in Eq. (8).

ucent ¼ max
u;v2uct

simðu; vÞ ð8Þ

• Top-N recommendation for an active user The second

phase is the top-N recommendation for an active user.

The recommendation process for an active user uact is

achieved based on the similarity metrics between an

active user and the head (center) of the best cluster. The

best-recommended cluster is assigned by evaluating the

similarity distance between an active user and the head

(center) of each cluster according to Eqs. (9) and (10) to

find the best one with similar preferences.

8ct 2 C; simDðuact; ucentÞ ¼
1

distðuact; ucentÞ
ucent 2 ct

ð9Þ

distðuact; ucentÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XI

k¼1

jruact;k � rucent;kj
2

vuut ð10Þ

where ruact;k is the rating of active user uact on item k and

rucent;k is the rating of centroid user ucent on item k. The

cluster centroid with maximum similarity is chosen to

be the best cluster to the active user and denoted as c�t
as shown in Eq. (11).

c�t ¼ max
ucent2uct

simDðuact; ucentÞ8ct 2 C ð11Þ

• Predicted rating of items The recommendation is based

on the predicted rating score of unrated items to a

recommender user according to Eq. (12).

ruact;ik ¼ ruact þ
P

~u2c�t ðsimðuact; ~uÞ � ðr ~ui � r ~uÞÞP
~u2c�t simðuact; ~uÞ

8ik 2 Ia

ð12Þ

where ruact;ik is the predicted score of active user uact on

unrated item ik and simðuact; ~uÞ is the similarity between

the active user and best cluster’s members c�t for an

active user. The set of the predicted score for all unrated

items is denoted as pðIaÞ for the recommended user

(i.e., ruact;ik 2 pðIaÞÞ.
• Top-N recommended items Once the predicted score

rating is computed, the N items with the highest

predicted score are recommended to the active user as

defined in Eq. (13).

top�N ¼ argmaxI��Ia;jI�j¼NPðIaÞ ð13Þ

where top-N is a set containing the top-N recommended

items; j I� j is the cardinality of recommended items

which equals N, Ia is the set of unrated items and pðIaÞ
is the predicted rating score for Ia according to Eq. (12).

Fig. 3 Applying crossover in HCSUC algorithm

Fig. 4 An illustrative example on X 
 Y
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6 Experiment results

In order to examine the effectiveness of the HCSUC

algorithm, a set of experiments were conducted on the

Jester dataset [40], which are publicly available [41]. The

Jester dataset has over four million ranked out of a hundred

jokes from 73,421 users in the form of [userid], [itemid],

[rating]. All the rating values are in the scale -10 to 10. All

the experiments are implemented by using Eclipse Java

Neon V-1.8 running on Intel(R) Core i7 CPU-2.80 GHz

with 8 GB RAM and operating system (Windows 10). In

addition, the performance analysis of the proposed algo-

rithm is demonstrated against the most popular recom-

mendation technique, collaborative filtering (CF), in

addition to other popular meta-heuristic algorithms such as

particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [42, 44],

African buffalo optimization (ABO) [43] and standard

crow search algorithm (CSA) [18].

Each experiment is repeated five times and the average

results are taken over a different number of iterations

ranging from 10 to 25 iterations and the population size is

set to 10 individuals, who are randomly generated for each

algorithm. The parameters of the standard CSA, PSO, and

ABO are the standard parameters for each algorithm.

The HCSUC algorithm against the others is tested on

three experiments with the various number of users and

joke items as shown in Table 1. Each experiment is con-

ducted by taking a random number of users as active users

(i.e., the ones for whom recommendations are generated).

The number of users in each experiment is categorized into

a different number of clusters and a different number of

top-N jokes are recommended to the active users. For

active users, some percentage h of items are chosen ran-

domly to be hidden (h ¼ 40%) for better evaluation.

The performance of the competitive algorithms is

evaluated according to two important metrics as described

below [45].

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is one of the most

important evaluation metrics for RS. The minimization

of MAE leads to a better recommendation.

MAEuact ¼
Pn

i¼1 jpi � aij
n

ð14Þ

where pi and ai are the predicted and actual rating of

active user uact, respectively, n is the total number of

ratings.

• Root mean square error (RMSE) is a quadratic mean of

the differences between predicted values and actual

values.
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RMSEuact ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1 jpi � aij2

n

s
ð15Þ

6.1 Comparison between HCSUC and other
meta-heuristic algorithms

The proposed HCSUC is compared with three meta-

heuristics algorithms, CSA, PSO, and ABO. The minimum

(Min.), maximum (Max.), and the average (Avg.) of the

fitness function as shown in Eq. (1) for each experiment,

respectively, are reported in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. The best

value for all algorithms is reported in bold text. The first

test is applied at top-N ¼ 4, C ¼ 3; 5, U ¼ 30, and I ¼ 10

for the four algorithms, and the results are reported in

Table 2

The values in Table 2 show that the proposed HCSUC

algorithm obtains better average results than the other three

algorithms.

The convergence curves of the three comparative algo-

rithms for the average results are shown in Fig. 5 for 30

users U ¼ 30 grouped to three clusters C ¼ 3 by plotting

the number of iterations versus fitness function values. The

solid line represents the results of the proposed HCSUC

algorithm, while the other dotted lines represent the results

of the CSA and PSO algorithms.

In Fig. 5, the HCSUC algorithm has proven its effi-

ciency in minimization up to 8% better than PSO, ABO,

and CSA during iterations for 30 users which are grouped

into three clusters.

With the increasing number of clusters as a result in

Fig. 6 for 30 users U ¼ 30 grouped to five clusters

ðC ¼ 5Þ, although CSA has obtained better results than

PSO and ABO, the proposed HCSA still had results

superior to them, with results better than PSO within the

range 1–5%, better than ABO up to 6% and better than

CSA up to 2%.

Moreover, the MAE and RMSE are computed for the

number of active users over the number of runs as shown in

Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

For five active users with the top four recommended

items, the MAE for the proposed algorithm is minimized

and better than PSO by 10%, better than ABO by 8%, and

better than CSA by 6% in the case of 3 clusters. With the

increasing number of clusters, the MAE of HCSUC is

better than PSO by 21%, better than ABO by 11%, and

better than CSA by 14%.

According to RMSE, the proposed algorithm has

obtained better results than the other three algorithms

which range from 6 to 9% in the case of grouping the users

into three clusters. In the case of five clusters, the active

user has more opportunity for achieving better recom-

mendations as the HCSUC has the best RMSE results with

12, 13, and 20% when compared with ABO, standard CSA,

and PSO respectively.

The second test increases the users, jokes, and test users

(i.e., active users) numbers. The HCSUC algorithm for top-

N recommendations has achieved average results better

than other compared algorithms for the different numbers

of clusters and different top-N as reported in Table 3.

Figure 9 illustrates the convergence curve of the fitness

function in the case of the number of users ðU ¼ 90Þ who
are grouped into 3 clusters ðC ¼ 3Þ for top-12 recom-

mended jokes. Although at the first four iterations as shown

from the figure, the standard CSA has obtained results

better than HCSUC by 4%, but with more iterations, the

proposed algorithm has proven its superiority for achieving

better results than CSA which reached up to 6% and better

than PSO and ABO which reached up 9 and 7%,

respectively.

For a better recommendation process with an increased

the number of clusters as shown in Fig. 10, the HCSUC

algorithm has obtained the best results for finding the set of

feasible clusters of similarity users. It has better results

Table 1 Experiment’s

parameters
Exp. No. No. of users No. of active users Uact No. of jokes I No. of clusters C Top-N jokes N

Exp. 1 30 5 10 3, 5 4

Exp. 2 90 10 30 3, 5, 7, 9 4, 8, 12

Exp. 3 120 15 60 3, 5 4, 8, 12

Table 2 Experimental results of (U ¼ 30 and I ¼ 10)

Top-

N
C PSO ABO

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

4 3 71.341 75.311 72.645 70.332 72.412 71.461

5 63.919 68.414 66.257 63.919 69.478 66.708

Top-N C CSA HCSUC

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

4 3 68.816 72.472 71.036 66.169 71.819 69.379

5 63.891 66.521 65.074 62.420 64.474 63.501
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than PSO which reached up to 4%, better than ABO which

reached up to 3%, and better than CSA which reached up to

5% during iterations. In addition, the performance of the

proposed algorithm has been improved ranging from 2%

from the first iteration to 5% at the last iteration.

By increasing the number of clusters, the HCSUC

algorithm has gradually obtained better results when

compared with other presented algorithms as in Fig. 11.

Although at the first number of iterations as seen in

Fig. 11, PSO has achieved better results than ABO and

HCSUC, it saturates after that. The CSA has achieved

better results than PSO, ABO, and HCSUC. Overall,

HCSUC has obtained better results than PSO which

reached up to 10% with more iterations, better than ABO

which reached up to 9%, and better than CSA which

reached up to 8% with more iterations. The proposed

algorithm has improved by 12% during the number of

iterations.

Figure 12 illustrates the convergence curve of a fitness

function for all algorithms in the case of 90 users grouped

into 9 clusters to improve the top-8 recommendation

process.

From Fig. 12, the PSO and standard CSA have obtained

results close to each other’s for the first number of itera-

tions, but CSA has obtained better results than PSO with

more iterations. Although the ABO has obtained better

results than PSO and CSA, the proposed HCSUC algorithm

has gradually decreased and reached better results than

PSO within the range 4–7%, better than ABO within the

range 1–3%, and better than CSA within the range 1–5%

during iterations.

The MAE and RMSE for 10 active users are listed in

Table 4 with a different number of clusters and number of

top-N recommendations.

In Table 4, the results of MAE for the proposed HCSUC

are better than PSO within the range from 2 to 10% for top-

Table 3 Experimental results of

ðU ¼ 90 and I ¼ 30Þ Top-

N
C PSO ABO

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

4 3 175.829 183.956 179.173 172.947 179.624 175.545

5 167.149 176.452 172.668 167.149 175.011 170.687

7 165.385 170.739 169.265 164.728 167.684 166.513

9 157.109 169.418 164.418 156.130 165.471 160.318

8 3 177.180 182.689 180.659 175.273 182.270 178.255

5 171.615 175.230 173.553 170.083 174.658 172.055

7 164.492 177.647 169.134 165.011 168.357 166.756

9 160.039 172.619 165.074 157.089 167.155 161.608

12 3 178.555 182.631 180.519 170.475 178.047 175.652

5 169.410 175.288 172.412 163.524 174.812 169.495

7 167.377 174.537 170.842 165.611 171.156 168.591

9 159.158 167.466 164.421 154.413 166.850 162.271

Top-N C CSA HCSUC

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

4 3 173.448 178.871 175.724 172.044 176.167 173.707

5 167.136 171.345 170.219 157.568 170.665 165.927

7 163.006 167.758 165.463 154.769 164.393 161.046

9 155.933 162.931 158.628 149.465 159.32 155.157

8 3 172.490 179.171 176.556 163.781 176.465 171.053

5 164.461 174.961 170.084 164.419 170.006 166.795

7 159.038 167.967 164.605 157.482 162.804 160.114

9 156.071 165.923 159.719 153.668 158.893 156.165

12 3 173.289 180.069 177.204 165.991 174.141 170.122

5 164.864 174.555 168.544 158.717 169.939 165.324

7 159.618 170.570 166.351 152.873 165.238 159.482

9 153.765 162.113 159.305 153.424 160.802 157.944
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4 recommendation with a different number of clusters.

Also, HCSUC has obtained MAE results better than ABO

and standard CSA up to 5 and 4%, respectively. The RMSE

of the proposed algorithm reached up to 9% (i.e., 7 clusters

with top-4 recommendations) when compared with PSO,

better than ABO by 6% (i.e., 5 clusters with top-12 rec-

ommendations) and better than CSA by 4% (i.e., 9 clusters

with top-12 recommendations).

The third test is increasing the number of users ðU ¼
120Þ and the number of jokes ðI ¼ 60Þ, and the results of

the three comparative algorithms are shown in Table 5.

From Table 5, the HCSUC algorithm has obtained

average results better than the other compared algorithms

for enhancing the different top-N recommendations. Fig-

ures 13 and 14 illustrate the minimization of an average

fitness function for forming a feasible set of 3 and 5

clusters, respectively.

It was observed from Fig. 13 that by iterations, both

PSO and ABO results are minimized, while the standard

crow search algorithm has gained better results from both

PSO and ABO from the start to the end of iterations. The

proposed hybrid crow has obtained the best minimization

results over other compared algorithms and has an

improvement which reached up to 4% along with a dif-

ferent number of iterations.

As shown in Fig. 14, ABO has obtained the worst

results, while for the first iterations, CSA and PSO have

obtained results near to each other and at the end of iter-

ations. Of all over the iterations, the HCSUC has the

superiority of obtaining the best results with an improve-

ment up to 5% when compared with other algorithms.

For more illustrations, with 15 active users ðUact ¼ 15Þ,
Figs. 15 and 16 show the MAE and RMSE for 3 and 5

clusters with top 4, 8, and 12 recommendations for each

cluster.

In Fig. 15, the MAE of the proposed algorithm is min-

imized by 3% (i.e., in the case of 3 clusters with top 12

recommendations) when compared with PSO and CSA. In

addition, it minimized by 7 and 4% (i.e., in the case of 3

clusters with top 8 recommendations) when compared with

PSO and ABO, respectively. In the case of 3 clusters with

top-4 recommendations, the MSE of HCSUC is minimized

within the range 1–3% when compared with other algo-

rithms. In the case of the number of users grouped to 5

clusters for better recommendations, the HCSUC has better

MAE results up to 8% with top-8 recommendations when

compared with PSO, up to 7% with top-4 and top-12 rec-

ommendations when compared with ABO and 3% when

compared with standard CSA for different top-

N recommendations.

According to Fig. 16, the HCSUC algorithm has proven

its efficiency in terms of RMSE where it has better results

than PSO ranging from 2 to 7% for different clusters and

recommendations. In addition, it has superiority when

compared with ABO and standard CSA with the best

results reached being up to 6 and 3% respectively.

6.2 Comparison between CF and other meta-
heuristic algorithms

In this subsection, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm

and other meta-heuristics is compared against the con-

ventional collaborative filtering. Table 6 shows the varia-

tion of MAE and RMSE for different numbers of randomly

selected active users (e.g., 5 and 10) using all algorithms

for recommending top-4 jokes.

From Table 6, the result of CF has the worst values

when compared with meta-heuristic algorithms, whereas

Table 4 MAE and RMSE for 10 active users ðUact ¼ 10Þ

Top-

N
C PSO ABO

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

4 3 0.289 0.346 0.288 0.347

8 0.296 0.350 0.295 0.349

12 0.283 0.343 0.277 0.335

4 5 0.288 0.347 0.286 0.345

8 0.271 0.323 0.270 0.324

12 0.284 0.338 0.278 0.333

4 7 0.288 0.345 0.274 0.331

8 0.307 0.366 0.296 0.355

12 0.289 0.346 0.286 0.342

4 9 0.283 0.345 0.273 0.332

8 0.286 0.346 0.280 0.337

12 0.290 0.346 0.281 0.341

Top-N C CSA HCSUC

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

4 3 0.291 0.349 0.283 0.341

8 0.292 0.345 0.288 0.342

12 0.274 0.333 0.267 0.327

4 5 0.278 0.339 0.271 0.330

8 0.269 0.322 0.262 0.315

12 0.271 0.327 0.258 0.314

4 7 0.271 0.329 0.259 0.315

8 0.288 0.348 0.281 0.339

12 0.280 0.337 0.275 0.332

4 9 0.268 0.327 0.259 0.319

8 0.271 0.327 0.264 0.321

12 0.276 0.334 0.262 0.321
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the proposed HCSUC outperforms others in all cases due to

the clustering-based method for a different number of

clusters (i.e., better neighborhood choice of the active

user). For example, for 30 users and 5 active users, the

MAE of CF is 0.446 where the MAE of PSO, ABO, CSA,

and HCSUC is 0.3424, 0.334, 0.3356, and 0.2948,

respectively, in the case of 5 clusters. In the case of RMSE

for U=90 and Uact ¼ 10, the CF has achieved the worst

value (0.3722), while the proposed algorithm has achieved

the best value (0.3168). In addition, Figs. 17 and 18

illustrate the results of MAE and RMSE for the meta-

heuristic algorithms (PSO, ABO, CSA, and HCSUC)

against the collaborative filtering technique (CF) of various

experiments to demonstrate the performance of the pro-

posed algorithm.

From Fig. 17, the CF technique has achieved the max-

imum MAE, while the proposed algorithm has obtained the

minimum value for recommendation with different exper-

iments. The HCSUC has achieved better results than CF

within the range from 18 to 34%, better than PSO ranging

from 12 to 16%, better than ABO, and CSA up to 12%.

According to the results of RMSE, as shown in Fig. 18,

the proposed algorithm has obtained results better than

other CF and other meta-heuristic algorithms. When

compared with CF, the HCSUC has achieved improve-

ments in the RMSE ranging from 15 to 29% along with

Table 5 Experimental results of

ðU ¼ 120 and I ¼ 60Þ Top-

N
C PSO ABO

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

4 3 193.681 201.649 197.923 188.314 197.871 194.184

5 191.001 195.714 193.227 190.255 195.496 193.155

8 3 193.118 202.609 197.555 193.971 198.945 195.768

5 190.179 194.512 191.981 188.745 194.696 191.712

12 3 195.624 201.111 197.807 195.499 198.206 196.138

5 187.414 198.415 192.837 186.521 191.786 189.435

Top-N C CSA HCSUC

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg

4 3 188.075 195.918 193.568 183.099 195.106 191.046

5 185.685 193.234 190.490 182.455 187.425 184.969

8 3 191.533 197.169 194.227 185.801 193.491 189.910

5 185.422 191.156 188.333 186.522 189.691 188.273

12 3 190.766 196.063 194.289 188.658 194.731 192.081

5 180.37 191.652 186.997 177.884 189.003 184.021

Fig. 5 Convergence curve for

30 users grouped into 3 clusters
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Fig. 6 Convergence curve for

30 users grouped into 5 clusters

Fig. 7 Mean absolute error for 5

active users

Fig. 8 Root mean square error

for 5 active users
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Fig. 9 Convergence curve for

90 users grouped into 3 clusters

(top-N ¼ 12)

Fig. 10 Convergence curve for

90 users grouped into 5 clusters

(top-N ¼ 4)

Fig. 11 Convergence curve for

90 users grouped into 7 clusters

(top-N ¼ 12)
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Fig. 12 Convergence curve for

90 users grouped into 9 clusters

(top-N ¼ 8)

Fig. 13 Convergence curve for

120 users grouped into 3

clusters (top-N ¼ 8)

Fig. 14 Convergence curve for

120 users grouped into 5

clusters (top-N ¼ 4)
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various experiments. When compared with other meta-

heuristics, the proposed algorithm has a minimized RMSE

that reaches up to 9% (in the case of ABO and CSA) and up

to 12% (in the case of PSO).

From all the above results, we can deduce that the

proposed hybrid crow search and uniform crossover

algorithm-based clustering outperformed other algorithms

in all test cases of the Jester dataset.

Fig. 15 Mean absolute error (MAE) for active users ðUact ¼ 15Þ

Fig. 16 Root mean square error (RMSE) for active users ðUact ¼ 15Þ
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7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a new recommendation system

based on user-based collaborative filtering by combining

the crow search algorithm and a genetic uniform crossover

operator. The proposed algorithm is called hybrid crow

search and uniform crossover algorithm (HCSUC). Such a

combination between the crow search algorithm and

genetic uniform crossover operator can increase the

diversity of the search and avoid trapping in local minima.

The HCSUC algorithm has two phases; the first phase is

cluster forming, and the second phase is a top-N recom-

mendation for an active user. HCSUC is compared with the

standard crow search, African buffalo optimization and

Table 6 MAE and RMSE results of Uact ¼ 5 and Uact ¼ 10

U Uact C PSO ABO

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

30 5 3 0.4072 0.4756 0.3864 0.4472

5 0.3424 0.4128 0.334 0.4012

90 10 7 0.2806 0.3378 0.2804 0.3398

9 0.2758 0.3338 0.275 0.3338

U Uact C CSA HCSUC

MAE RMSE MAE RMSE

30 5 3 0.3796 0.4444 0.36 0.424

5 0.3356 0.3996 0.2948 0.364

90 10 7 0.2806 0.3394 0.2638 0.3224

9 0.2744 0.3326 0.2588 0.3168

U Uact CF

MAE RMSE

30 5 0.4912 0.5576

0.446 0.5128

90 10 0.3234 0.3844

0.3144 0.3722

Bold fonts the best results are marked

Fig. 17 Mean absolute error

(MAE) for comparative

algorithms
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particle swarm optimization algorithms. HCSUC is tested

on the Jester dataset with different numbers of users and a

different number of jokes. The results show that the

HCSUC algorithm can work as a recommender system

with high-quality results. In our future work, we will add

some modifications to the proposed HCSUC algorithm to

work in a cluster system or grid computing system so that it

is suitable for a large data size.
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